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centre declaration form: nea, fieldwork ... - storea - 3 of 4 gcse, as and a-level drama (8261, 7261,
7262) for candidates entered through our centre for gcse, as and a-level drama, i confirm that every
reasonable specimen material gcse combined ... - filestorea - 0 1 . 7 the students are testing the
hypothesis: the drop distance of the ruler is smaller when a right-handed person uses their right hand to catch
the ruler. the results in table 1 are not a good test of the hypothesis. what is one reason why? key dates in
preparation for examinations in 2019 - key dates in preparation for examinations in 2019 exams during
year 10 teachers will be awarding progress grades – these reflect a currently attainment grade gcse
combined science: synergy - filestorea - 7 specimen material turn over 0 2 . 2 when maggots respire they
take in a gas from the air and release a different gas. solution a absorbs the gas released. at the start of the
investigation the student records the distance of the water droplet from the bend in the capillary tube.
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